Tattoo Remoov 88 by LINDA PARADIS

Tattoo Remoov 88 by LINDA PARADIS technique is no invasive thanks to the Round Square cartridge 88, which are not penetrating the dermis, and binding with the ink and bringing it up and out of the skin. No need any numbing, no crust and no pain, completely safe and efficient to remove PMU as well as body tattoos. The Tattoo Remoov serum whose composition is mainly food and cosmetic industry and pH degree is 9.5, reaching the dermis without perforation, acts on the different cell layers of the epidermis by causing an isotonic phenomenon of the cells that are shrinking and thus creating a way for that Tattoo Remoov reaches the dermis without perforation of the skin.

Biography

Linda Paradis is CEO, Founder of Linda Paradis Group, and the Inventor of Cartridge 88. She is the first worldwide Tattoo Removal Trainer with more than 25 years of industry experiences both as a Clinical Practitioner, Trainer and International Examiner, enhances her knowledge of skin science and provides foundation training to address body and cosmetic tattoo removal. As a reputed and an assiduous character, she runs the world in search of exclusivity and innovation, putting her customers' satisfaction and safety first, making the wishes come true, via the great and secure technique of tattoo removal without laser. She is a renowned International PMU and Tattoo Removal Educator and the first International Trainer who launch Tattoo Remoov 88 which is unique method of ink extraction for cosmetic and body tattoo and the most powerful and effective ink removal product in the world.

direct.lindaparadis@gmail.com
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